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ABSTRACT

Objective: This article reports results from a systematic literature review related to the evaluation of data visual-

izations and visual analytics technologies within the health informatics domain. The review aims to (1) charac-

terize the variety of evaluation methods used within the health informatics community and (2) identify best

practices.

Methods: A systematic literature review was conducted following PRISMA guidelines. PubMed searches were

conducted in February 2017 using search terms representing key concepts of interest: health care settings, visu-

alization, and evaluation. References were also screened for eligibility. Data were extracted from included studies

and analyzed using a PICOS framework: Participants, Interventions, Comparators, Outcomes, and Study Design.

Results: After screening, 76 publications met the review criteria. Publications varied across all PICOS dimen-

sions. The most common audience was healthcare providers (n¼43), and the most common data gathering

methods were direct observation (n¼30) and surveys (n¼27). About half of the publications focused on static,
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concentrated views of data with visuals (n¼36). Evaluations were heterogeneous regarding setting and meas-

urements used.

Discussion: When evaluating data visualizations and visual analytics technologies, a variety of approaches

have been used. Usability measures were used most often in early (prototype) implementations, whereas clini-

cal outcomes were most common in evaluations of operationally-deployed systems. These findings suggest op-

portunities for both (1) expanding evaluation practices, and (2) innovation with respect to evaluation methods

for data visualizations and visual analytics technologies across health settings.

Conclusion: Evaluation approaches are varied. New studies should adopt commonly reported metrics, context-

appropriate study designs, and phased evaluation strategies.

Key words: review (V02.600.500), evaluation studies (V03.400), MeSH terms

INTRODUCTION

The collection, organization, and interpretation of increasingly large

volumes and types of data from multiple sources is integral to nearly

every aspect of healthcare. Reflecting this trend, there is a continu-

ally increasing demand for methods and tools to analyze and present

those data to facilitate decision making. Data visualization and vi-

sual analytics have been highlighted as ways to address this de-

mand.1,2 Data visualization is the visual representation of data,

encoded using position, length, size, or color, among other attrib-

utes, to support discovery and understanding of patterns.3,4 Visual

analytics combines computational analysis and interactive

visualization-based user interfaces to support analytical reasoning

and human cognition, incorporating disciplines including data min-

ing and machine learning.5

The use of data to make informed, evidence-based decisions has

been a common theme in health informatics for many years.6 How-

ever, data use has expanded significantly as healthcare systems have

transitioned from paper charts to a more modern health information

technology (IT) infrastructure. According to the U.S. Office of the

National Coordinator for Health Information Technology, elec-

tronic health record systems are now nearly universal in America’s

hospitals (a 96% adoption rate)7 and in widespread use by physi-

cians, physician assistants, nurse practitioners, and certified nurse-

midwives (all 95% or greater).8,9 In addition, a large and growing

number of people in the United States and across the globe use per-

sonal technologies to capture person-generated health data to manage

their own health. In a Pew Research Center survey released in 2015,

slightly over half of respondents with a mobile phone had down-

loaded a health-related application.10 Almost every person who uses

an Apple iPhone that uses iOS 10 or higher has a health app automati-

cally installed on their phone that passively collects activity data.11

The proliferation of technology use by both the U.S. healthcare

system and individuals produces large amounts of data, which has

initiated a broad range of research and development activities to an-

alyze and use such data. Activities include interoperability efforts to

enable health information exchanges, machine learning models for

data-driven risk assessment and prediction, and integration of per-

son-generated health data into the electronic health record. As these

activities diversify and expand, there is a great demand for data visu-

alization and visual analytics solutions,1,2 spurring the development

of new visual analytics technologies12 and visual analytics products

deployed within health IT systems.13 Healthcare settings in which

data visualization and visual analytics can be integrated are quite di-

verse. Examples range from the point-of-care level, where clinical

decisions are made based on a person’s medical history, to the popu-

lation level, where longitudinal cohort studies and public health

data help inform community health practices and health policy.14

Despite their potential to help analyze and communicate com-

plex data and information, data visualization and visual analytics

technologies can be difficult to evaluate.15,16 Unlike traditional

interfaces, which can often be evaluated by more concrete metrics

such as task completion time and error rate, visualization and visual

analytics tools are often designed to support the discovery of data-

driven insights,17 which can be difficult to measure concretely.

Visualization researchers have addressed this challenge through pro-

posed approaches such as quantifying insights,17 structural methods

which model visualizations at multiple levels of granularity,18–20

and adaptations of existing techniques from other disciplines (eg, heu-

ristic analysis) to visual analytics.21 Although useful for evaluating de-

sign choices and providing evidence of success, these approaches are

not necessarily suited for use in randomized controlled trials, as is of-

ten expected when evaluating medical interventions.

To better understand the landscape of data visualization and vi-

sual analytics evaluation standards as related to healthcare, we con-

ducted a systematic review of the literature related to the evaluation

of data visualization or visual analytics technologies within the

health informatics domain. The aims of this review were to (1) char-

acterize the variety of evaluation methods and approaches that have

been adopted within the health informatics community and (2) iden-

tify best practices for future work in this domain.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Search strategy and screening process
This study systematically reviewed the literature following the pro-

cedures specified in the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Sys-

tematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses).22 Eligibility criteria for

publications were (1) described and reported findings from a study

that conducted a formal evaluation on a data visualization or visual

analytics system, (2) the data visualization or visual analytics system

was implemented as a working prototype or fully functional solu-

tion in the users’ environment, (3) written in English, and (4) in-

cluded an abstract. Publications describing studies conducted for

educational purposes, such as developing a visualization dashboard

to facilitate medical education, were excluded.

Search terms were developed based on the eligibility criteria to

maximize search yield while maintaining reasonable precision of

identified publications. Search terms (or keywords) were grouped

into 3 categories: (1) healthcare setting, (2) visualization solution

type, and (3) evaluation type. Keywords in the visualization category

were free-text and not selected from a controlled vocabulary, while

those in the other 2 categories used MeSH terms (Table 1). Searches

were conducted in PubMed in February 2017.
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The title and abstract for each reference were screened for eligi-

bility by 2 members of the review team, which included all authors

of this paper. The 2 reviewers were randomly assigned to each pa-

per. The full text of potentially eligible publications were then evalu-

ated by another 2 members of the team, and decisions were taken

regarding inclusion in the review. Interrater reliability of the screen-

ing results was calculated using Cohen’s kappa.23 Any disagreement

between the 2 reviewers was resolved via a third reviewer. Articles

cited in the eligible publications were also reviewed following the

same screening process. As a result, the final dataset contained eligi-

ble publications found in indices outside of PubMed, such as ACM

Digital Library and IEEE Xplore. These final publications were ana-

lyzed qualitatively, as described in the following sections.

Data collection and management

An online spreadsheet was used to store information extracted from

eligible publications and keep track of the review progress of each

publication. This allowed work coordination and information shar-

ing across the geographically dispersed team.

Directed content analysis was used to classify publications,24 using

coding criteria described subsequently. Counts and percentages were

calculated for coding schemes applied to this review. Counts for data-

base yields were based on the database from which each publication

was found, in the order of PubMed, ACM Digital Library, and IEEE

Xplore. For example, if a publication was indexed in both PubMed

and IEEE Xplore, it counted as being within the PubMed yield.

Data analysis and classification

The scope and purpose of systems described in the eligible publica-

tions were classified by the PICOS framework (Participants, Inter-

ventions, Comparators, Outcomes, and Study Design). These

categories were motivated by their use within the PICOS frame-

work,22,25 which provides a common approach for defining questions

and criteria during study design. In this review, the same PICOS cate-

gories are used to organize the data extracted from eligible publica-

tions. Publications were assigned to non–mutually exclusive PICOS

subcategories identified through the review process. When applicable,

pre-existing taxonomies—such as for visualization type26,27 and for

usability28—were integrated with the PICOS framework.

A hybrid inductive and deductive method was employed for this

classification process. First, the publications were divided among the

review team. Each team member extracted the relevant information

for each publication that they had been assigned. Second, 2 leaders

of the team reviewed extracted information from each eligible

publication and standardized the nomenclature (AC and GL). Last,

another leader of the team mapped the extracted information to the

PICOS framework (JM).

Classifying evaluation setting and measurement

The study design of the eligible publications was further categorized

based on study setting and study methods as reported in our previ-

ous work.29 This categorization was refined to include 4 categories

for the evaluation settings and 6 categories for the valuation meas-

urements. As shown in Table 2, evaluation settings category types 1-

4 are mutually exclusive per single-evaluation study. Similarly, the

evaluation measurement category types A–D are mutually exclusive,

whereas category types E and F are not. For example, a study would

be classified as both C and E when it employed survey assessments

(qualitative responses and scoring scale [C]) and employed task-

based measurements (E). Publications that reported the evaluation

results of multiple evaluation studies could have multiple classifica-

tions in this categorization. Each study was classified by 2 informa-

tion extractors (both coauthors) using the 2-dimensional evaluation

framework. In cases in which the category was not explicitly de-

fined, each extractor used their best judgement to assign a category.

The leaders of the review team then examined each pair of classifica-

tions and worked with the extractors to resolve any disagreements.

Exploring relationships between PICOS, settings, and measurement

classifications

We also examined how the settings and measurement classifications

of studies were related to the more granular PICOS classifications

using an un-clustered heatmap with the evaluation setting and

measurement classifications on one axis, and the PICOS classifica-

tions on the other. The purpose of this visualization was to enhance

our understanding of areas of emphasis in extant research and areas

in which more research is needed.

RESULTS

Our search yielded 214 publications (PubMed n¼210; other known

publications n¼4). Of the 214 publications whose titles and

Table 1. Search terms used to identify publications relating to eval-

uation in health visualization or visual analytics

Keywords: (P) AND (I) AND (O); within each group the keywords are

combined using “OR” logic

P (healthcare

settings)

Health personnel; health facilities;

community health services;

long-term

care; patient care

All MeSH

I (visualization) Information visualization; visual

analytics; dashboard

All text words

O (evaluation) Evaluation studies; evaluation

studies as topic; quality of

healthcare

All MeSH

Table 2. Publication classification categories

Axis Category Description

Evaluation

Settings

1 Lab settings with proxies to primary

target users (eg, medical students)

2 Lab settings with target users

3 Partial rollout of visualization such as in

selected department or group of par-

ticipants (temporary or no follow-up)

4 Full rollout of visualization (long-term

follow-up)

Evaluation

Measurements

A User feedback: unstructured interviews

B User survey with qualitative responses

without scoring scale, including

(semi)structured interviews

C Mixed: user survey with both qualitative

responses and scoring scale

D Survey with only scoring scale

E Task based measurements such as time

and accuracy

F Other outcome measurements such as

patient outcomes, wait time, etc.
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abstracts were reviewed, 101 (47.2%) were identified as eligible for

full-text review (interrater agreement: Cohen’s kappa¼0.68, sub-

stantive).30 Of the 101 full-text publications reviewed, 52 were iden-

tified as meeting eligibility criteria (interrater agreement: Cohen’s

kappa¼0.57, moderate).30 A search of citations of the 52 eligible

publications yielded an additional set of 24 eligible publications

through the same screening and examination process. Therefore, a to-

tal of 76 publications were included in this review. Two of these pub-

lications reported multiple distinct studies, resulting in a total of 78

classified studies (see details in Supplementary Appendix 1 or the on-

line resource at http://goo.gl/enNEHq). Figure 1 provides a PRISMA

flow diagram of the screening process. The analyses in the remainder

of this paper will use the 78 studies identified in this process.

As shown in Table 3, the majority of eligible publications were

indexed in PubMed (89.5%, n¼68), with an additional 7 of 76

publications (9.2%) being indexed only in the ACM Digital Library

(n¼5) or IEEE Xplore (n¼2) (Table 2). More than half of the pub-

lications (56.6%) were published in the past 6 years (2012-2017).

Close to 70% of the publications were conducted in North America,

followed by Europe (11.8%), Asia (6.6%), and Oceania (6.6%).

Nearly half of the publications (46.1%) had sample sizes <30 users.

Just over one-quarter of the publications (27.6%) had an unknown

sample size.

PICOS classification
The PICOS classification of the publications is provided in Table 4.

As the data show, there is considerable variation in study design

across PICOS categories. This variability is explored further in the

following sections.

Evaluation setting and measurement classifications

Classifications of the 78 studies identified in the 76 publications an-

alyzed are presented in Figure 2. As described previously, 2 publica-

tions included more than 1 study. This visualization utilizes

encodings of circle size and position via a bubble plot. Evaluation

setting classifications are plotted on the y-axis, and evaluation mea-

surement classifications are plotted on the x-axis. The size of a bub-

ble is proportional to the number of relevant publications classified

with each combination of evaluation setting and measurement. Sep-

arate plots were created for studies that used 1 evaluation measure-

ment (n¼48 studies) (Figure 2A) and for those using 2 evaluation

measurement (n¼29 studies) (Figure 2B). A single study utilized 3

evaluation measurement was excluded from the plots.

Most studies used a single evaluation measurement type (62%,

n¼48) (Figure 2A). For these studies, the most common combina-

tions of evaluation settings and measurements were: lab settings

Figure 1. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) flow diagram.
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with target users assessed by user feedback (setting 2 and

measurement A, n¼7); lab settings with target users assessed by

task-based measurements (setting 2 and measurement E, n¼6); and

full roll-outs within the target environment assessed by patient out-

comes or clinical processes postimplementation of the visualization

system (setting 4 and measurement F, n¼7).

Two evaluation measurement types were utilized by 37% of

studies (n¼29) (Figure 2B). For these studies, the most frequent

combination is a lab setting in which target users are evaluated by

survey questions (mixed; qualitative and Likert-type scale) and by

task-based measurements (setting 2 and measurements C and E,

n¼11) (Figure 2B). Finally, the study that utilized 3 evaluation

measurements was evaluated in a full roll-out in the target environ-

ment using mixed qualitative and Likert-type scale questions, task-

based measurements, and patient outcomes (setting 4 and

measurements C, E, and F, n¼1).

Relationships among PICOS, settings, and

measurement classifications
Figure 3 showcases common combinations between (1) evaluation

setting and evaluation measurement classifications and (2) PICOS

classifications. Evaluation settings appear in blue and evaluation

measurements appear in orange. Color saturation is directly propor-

tional to the number of publications that were assigned those specific

criteria represented in a given cell. The visual helps identify the range

of measurements used in different settings, with usability measures (ef-

fectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction) tending to be more frequently

associated with laboratory settings (settings 1 and 2). In contrast, out-

come measures emerging from clinical care are more strongly associ-

ated with partial and full rollouts (settings 3 and 4).

DISCUSSION

Our systematic review provides an overview of the context of the

current application of data visualization and visual analytics within

the healthcare literature. We found that evaluation studies on data

visualization and visual analytics in healthcare tend to (1) use task-

based measurements, user feedback, and surveys with both qualita-

tive responses and scoring scales in a lab setting and (2) assess

outcomes of fully functional visualizations or visual analytics sys-

tems in a clinical environment. Our analysis combining the evalua-

tion settings, measurements, and the PICOS framework further

reveals the current trends in evaluation characteristics. Our corpus

weighed heavily toward noninteractive tools (47 of 76, 62%), with

usability outcomes focused on traditional measures of effectiveness,

efficiency, and satisfaction. Dashboards stand out in our results as a

particularly widespread approach.

While many evaluations employed similar outcome measure-

ments (effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction), the methods for

gathering data to facilitate those measurements varied widely. The

variety of methods can be beneficial, especially when multiple meth-

ods are adopted to provide complementary views of a visualization’s

performance. However, the breadth of methods also complicates

comparisons of evaluation results for visualizations aimed at

addressing similar challenges. Differences in evaluation methods

may mean that direct comparisons of performance measures are not

possible.

Given the variety of topics covered in each publication, our ana-

lytic method employed external frameworks—such as PICOS, visu-

alization type, evaluation settings and measurements—to help

characterize such diversity of literature. The PICOS framework used

in this review provides a preliminary contextualization of evaluation

efforts, providing opportunities for both comparison of evaluations

and identification of gaps in the literature. Efforts to extend and re-

fine this framework with additional evaluation approaches (and

guidance in linking visualization design principles and approaches

to evaluation techniques) may provide additional assistance to fu-

ture developers. We encourage future efforts to use the PICOS

framework to describe evaluations and to extend the model as

appropriate.

The heatmap in Figure 3 further enables us to identify areas of

substantial research activity through high-intensity cells, such as is

seen in laboratory settings with target users (setting 2) and in task-

based measurements (measurement E). Conversely, we can also

identify areas in which there has been less research effort, but where

perhaps the need exists. For example, though we do see some mobile

applications employing visualizations being evaluated as partial roll-

outs, there are fewer studies in laboratory settings and full rollouts.

Additionally, we have primarily seen tools evaluated using unstruc-

tured feedback and task-based measurements. Returning to the

problem of evaluating the ability of a tool to facilitate sense making

and novel insights, the use of alternative forms of measurement

could be beneficial.

Recommendations
Based on the findings from our systematic review of the literature,

as well as our own practical experiences conducting evaluation stud-

ies, we offer 4 recommendations for those planning to conduct fu-

ture evaluations of visual analytics technologies within the

healthcare domain.

Use Commonly Reported Metrics. Evaluating the utility and effi-

cacy of visualization analytics technologies requires careful attention

to the choice of performance metrics. To facilitate the comparison

of alternative technologies, evaluators should adopt the same perfor-

mance measures reported in prior related work. The use of common

Table 3. Statistical summary of all eligible publications (n¼ 76)

n %

Source PubMeda 68 89.5

ACM Digital 5 6.6

IEEE Xplore 2 2.6

Other (book) 1 1.3

Publication Year 2015-2017 19 25.0

2012-2014 24 31.6

2009-2011 17 22.4

1999-2008 16 21.0

Study Location North America 53 69.8

Europe 9 11.8

Asia 5 6.6

Oceania 5 6.6

Mixed 3 3.9

Africa 1 1.3

Sample Size (Number of Users) Unknown 21 27.6

1-15 26 34.2

16-30 9 11.9

31-100 11 14.5

101-500 7 9.2

500þb 2 2.6

aPublications indexed in both PubMed and ACM/IEEE count as PubMed

in the source.
bStudies involved sampling and survey.
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Table 4. PICOS classification of all publications

PICOS Category PICOS

Subcategory

Name Descriptions/Examples Quantity

Participants

(Audience)

Target audience Academicians Includes researchers, epidemiologists 12

Administration Includes in-hospital administration, government agencies 9

Ancillary staff Includes allied health, pharmacy, and radiology 8

Healthcare providers Includes physicians, nurses, and full care team 43

Patients Includes patients and potential patients 14

Data collection

method

EHR database Data gathered from EHR databases regarding patient outcomes or

order compliance

13

Interview Interviews that are semi- or fully-structured 11

Observation Task-based data collection; usually time and accuracy 30

Other system Data gathered from external systems such as regional data or

laboratory system data

2

Survey User-completed surveys about user experience and/or themselves 27

Usage data System utilization rates 5

User feedback Verbal opinion about a visual solicited from users in an informal

fashion

8

Interventions Intervention type Dashboard Mostly static, concentrated view of data with visuals 36

Data analysis tool Interactive tools for visual analysis 16

Data entry tool Tools designed to assist with data entry 3

EHR interface Proposed designs for EHR interface 5

Imaging tool Imaging systems; usually 3D 2

Mobile app Mobile application 4

Website Informational website 1

Visualization type 1d / Linear Sequentially organized lists; includes text with color coding 2

2d / Planar Geospatial data including maps and layouts; includes patient pictures 8

3d / Volumetric Objects such as 3D-rendered models and animations 2

nd / Multidimensional Representations of databases; such as bar graphs, color-coded tables,

and pie charts

61

Network Complex interconnected items 2

Temporal Historical data displayed over time axis; includes flow charts and time

series graphs

16

Tree / Hierarchical Data with hierarchical parent/child linkages; includes treemaps 4

Unit visualized Single Data for a single patient 34

Multiple Data for multiple patients or products; no aggregation 19

Aggregate Aggregate data such as groups of patients 28

Interactive? Yes Visualization is interactive 28

No Visualization is not interactive 47

Comparators None No comparison 37

Self-control Pre-post Subjects measured before and after intervention 10

Crossover Subjects measured with different intervention types 10

Concurrent exter-

nal controls

Similar controls Similar subjects measured with and without intervention 6

Other systems Similar subjects measured using different interventions 5

Different user types Different users measured with same intervention 4

Outcomes Usability Effectiveness Accuracy and completeness of achieving goals 27

Efficiency Resource expenditure and time metrics for achieving goals 25

Satisfaction Subjective opinions of use; includes summative assessments 33

Context Clinical care Usage, compliance, or feasibility in care settings 14

Clinical research Use in a research setting 12

Patient outcomes Evaluates patient outcomes 12

Study Design Analytic Experimental;

nonrandomized

Quantify relationships between factors; manipulating a nonrandom-

ized exposure

18

Experimental;

randomized

Quantify relationships between factors; manipulating a randomized

exposure

12

Observational Quantify relationships between factors; measuring effects of exposure 11

Descriptive Qualitative Describe the user experience with the tool for a select sample of users 32

Survey Describe the user experience of all users (cross-sectional picture) via

surveys

4

Within each PICOS (Participants, Interventions, Comparators, Outcomes, and Study Design) subcategory, publications may be counted once, multiple times,

or not at all (if the subcategory is not applicable).

EHR: electronic health record.
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instruments, protocols, and performance measures (ranging from

time to completion to health outcomes) will help produce more

comparable evaluation findings that will more quickly advance the

field. It will also encourage more reproducible research.

Vary Experimental Design by Context. The healthcare context

is a complex environment with a broad spectrum of settings, user

populations, and other constraints which necessarily influence the

design of evaluation methods and metrics. This variation is a source

of significant tension with respect to the previous recommendation

to adopt commonly reported metrics. Evaluators should be flexible

in their approach toward experimental design, balancing the con-

straints of a given evaluation task with the imperative of using com-

mon metrics and methods. Rigorous research exploring new

evaluation approaches is important and needed. However, as much

as possible, novel metrics or methods should be adopted as additions

to commonly reported metrics (with the goal of providing further

context to evaluation results) rather than replacements of the meas-

ures used to evaluate prior related work. Moreover, novel

approaches must be described in detail in publications to support:

(1) validation of the novel approach, (2) replication of the results,

and (3) adoption of the methods by others in future work.

Increase Focus on Interaction and Workflow. The survey results

suggest a primary focus on static representations and dashboards.

These are critical areas that require continued attention. However,

applications of visual analytics to increasingly large and complex

biomedical, psychosocial, and environmental datasets suggest a

need for expanding evaluations to include more interactive tools,

with increased focus on higher-level evaluations. For example, eval-

uations that focus on insights,17 sense making, collaboration,21 and

other task-oriented challenges are needed, especially in

predeployment phases of visual analytics technology development

when more clinically focused outcomes measures are not viable.

Adopt a Phased Evaluation Strategy. The evaluation of visual

analytics technologies should be a phased process, similar in spirit to

the phasing of clinical trials. Early-phase evaluations conducted in

controlled lab environments with small sample sizes can be highly

effective at understanding usability, qualitative feedback, and nar-

rowly focused quantitative task-performance measures (eg, speed or

accuracy of task completion). Results from these early-phase evalua-

tions should drive improvements to the visual analytics design, with

major changes leading to additional rounds of early-phase evalua-

tion studies. As solutions mature, larger midphase evaluation studies

Figure 2. Classification of study design in eligibility publications. A) Studies with one evaluation measurement. B) Studies with two evaluation measurements.
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with more users and quantitative evaluation measures should be

adopted. Technologies that show promise should then be evaluated

in more realistic environments such as limited pilot deployments

and within relevant healthcare practice environments, with metrics

designed to more fully understand impacts on workflow, human

behavior, and health outcomes. Finally, postdeployment evaluation

is also a critical phase. Evaluations of visual analytics techniques

that are in active deployment are critical for understanding true

impacts on health outcomes, as well as unexpected implications of

the technology such as the potential for emergent bias.

Figure 3. Relationships between PICOS (Participants, Interventions, Comparators, Outcomes, and Study Design) and setting and measurement classifications.
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Limitations
Our study has 3 main limitations. First, we only searched for publi-

cations in PubMed, which may help explain the heavy skew toward

publications that were conducted in North America. We recognize

this restriction of including only PubMed-indexed research as a sig-

nificant limitation of the study. We chose to search PubMed because

it provides a relatively comprehensive index over the medical litera-

ture, while also including visualization papers published by IEEE.

This is critical because many of the leading visualization-focused

papers are published in the computing literature from IEEE and

ACM. Research published in these venues over the past 25 years

contains significant work in theory, application, and evaluation of

information visualization and visual analytics tools,17–21 much of

which has addressed medical issues and informed work in health in-

formatics. The scope of our search on PubMed captured many of

these articles, but not all. Our process did, however, allow us to in-

clude publications outside of PubMed via the citation network,

which mitigates this limitation to some extent.

Second, the search was performed in February 2017. During the

time spent analyzing the results and drafting this article, additional

recent relevant publications have likely been published. Third, we

did not achieve perfect agreement in the review process. Though our

level of agreement was acceptable, it is useful to consider reasons

why there were disagreements. Reviewers disagreed on inclusion cri-

teria on 3 major points: (1) the definition of a visualization system,

(2) the degree to which a system had to be implemented, and (3) the

extent of evaluation.

Future work
This review identifies opportunities for expansion and innovation of

data visualization and visual analytics tool evaluations across set-

tings in which healthcare is supported or managed, and across the

life cycle of informatics tool development. Increasing the utility and

applicability of visual analytics evaluations will require advances in

theory and application to practice.

Theoretical efforts focusing on the development and application

of generalizable and extensible frameworks for visual analytics eval-

uation would help researchers determine the best strategies for con-

ducting effective evaluation studies. Extensive research in

biomedical informatics31 and information visualization or visual an-

alytics21,32,33 have presented some structure for describing, contex-

tualizing, and comparing evaluations, but efforts in these 2 fields

have not been well integrated and are often not discussed in evalua-

tion publications. More detailed and specific models, such as includ-

ing a taxonomy or ontology of visual analytics evaluations, could

serve to guide evaluation studies. Guidelines and decision trees based

on these models might help researchers identify appropriate study

designs, and metadata models based on earlier “minimal information

models”34 might be used to catalog and index studies, thus further

extending possibilities for comparison across studies and systems.

Finally, extending the utility of visual analytics technologies to

new areas may also require the development of new, and adaptation

of existing, evaluation techniques to a broader range of domains

and settings. For example, in areas such as mobile health and

genomics-based personalized medicine, in which new types of clini-

cally relevant data are emerging, new use cases for visual analytics

technologies may necessitate new approaches to evaluation. In other

contexts, such as low-resource settings, constraints may exist that

make certain evaluation strategies less viable and others more so.

While the results of this survey highlight common strategies and

opportunities for standardization, it is critical that the community

remain flexible in adopting variants of these methods to address the

unique challenges to leverage visual analytics technologies presented

by these new opportunities.

CONCLUSIONS

This article presents results from a systematic literature review to

understand approaches to the evaluation of visualization or visual

analytics technologies within the medical informatics domain. The

systematic review was conducted following PRISMA guidelines to

identify publications related to 3 key concepts: healthcare settings,

visualization, and evaluation. Based on an analysis of the reviewed

publications, a summary of common evaluation practices as

reported in the literature was provided. The findings were then

reviewed to identify gaps and priorities for future work. The results

of this review highlight a set of common practices for visualization

evaluation (both in terms of measures and process) and the pattern

of use for these practices at different points in the implementation

process (from early prototype to operational deployment). Adher-

ence to these common practices will allow researchers to report eval-

uation results at different stages of development in a form that

allows comparison to alternative approaches.
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